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ART: 
Your sketchbook is your best tool for revision. The guide below is a prompt. All the points 
below will have been taught to you in lesson before the exam.  

Basic Drawing and Formal Elements:

Definition for the formal elements: Tone, texture, form, line, composition.

Definition of the Munsell Tonal Scale and its purpose.

Definition of what is meant by 80/20, and why it is important for drawing

Knowledge of Art-specific vocabulary

Still Life

Definition of a Still Life artwork

Definition of a Vanitas artwork, how it differs from a Still Life.

Description of the origins (where and when) of still life paintings.

Other languages’ terms for still life

Ability to attribute meanings to various objects in a Vanitas artwork

Ability to list stylistic characteristics in artworks: painting, drawing, screen printing, sculpture 
and photography

Colour

Definition of a Complimentary Colour, including the effect of placing Complimentary Colours 
next to each other

Definition of a Harmonious Colour, including the effect of placing Harmonious Colours next 
to each other

What does it mean to saturate a colour?

Gustav Courbet

Knowledge of Courbet: dates of birth and death; place of work; notable mediums

Knowledge of greater context in which Courbet worked: the French revolution

Knowledge of political stance of Courbet.

Knowledge of the difference between Realism and Romanticism 
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Sarah Graham

Broad knowledge of Sarah Graham, including year of birth and notable mediums

Knowledge of how Graham makes her work

Knowledge of the concept of banality, and why artists depict the banal

Knowledge of Graham’s inspiration: Photorealism and Pop Art

You will need to look through sketchbooks to answer these questions – do not forget about 
the vocabulary sheets in the back of your books.
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BIOLOGY

Evolution: darwin and classifation 

Vocabulary 

Explain the following terms:

Biology  

Zoology

Anatomy 

 Natural selection 

Darwin and natural selection 

Giraffes lives on the African savannah, and feed off acacia trees. Use your knowledge about 
natural selection to explain how giraffes evolved to have long necks. Your explanation needs 
to include  adaptation, evolution ,species, environment.
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 The fossil record and evolution 

These are the forelimbs of four different animals. Use these diagrams to answer the 
following.

Suggest a reason to why there are so many similarities between  the four different species.

Suggest a reason what caused the bones to change – and why there are differences 
between the species.

Why are there differences between the bones ?

 Variation and adaptation 

Below are two species of bears – polar bears (left) and brown bears (right). 

For each species describe what type of habitat they live in.

How they adapted to their environment?
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What would happen if they switched habitats (the brown bear living where the polar bear 
lives ,and vice versa)?

 What would happen to the polar bear if the climate became hotter? 

Mutualism and Parasitism 

Describe the relationship between the animals in the pictures below, explaining what, if any, 
benefit each species gets from its relationship to the other.

 Classification 

Complete the classification chart  for Homo Sapiens. Use the phrase “King Philip comes over 
for good sausages”.

Kingdom Animalia
Chordata 

class

Hominids 
Genus 

Homo sapiens 
     

Give examples of:

An arthropod

A reptile 

An arachnid

A mollusc
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CHEMISTRY
Your notes and glossary are the primary source of revision for your exam. Make sure you 
know all the definitions (G-words) and names of lab equipment that you used. You need to 
be able to answer all the questions from your prep – booklet.

Lesson 1: The importance of Chemistry – Lab safety  

Define the term science. 

Name all the safety rules that we need to follow in a lab environment and explain why it is 
important to follow each safety rule. 

Lesson 2: Using lab equipment – The Bunsen burner   

Name all the different parts of a Bunsen burner and explain their role. 

Name the 3 types of flame, their colour, the position of the air-hole and the use of each type 
of flame.

Lesson 3: Atoms and molecules  

Define the terms matter, atom and molecule. 

Describe the relationship between atoms and molecules. 

What is the atomic theory? What does it state? 

Draw a diagram of an atom.

Draw a diagram of a molecule.

Draw a diagram of a molecule of water.

Lesson 4:  Particle arrangement in solids, liquids and gases  

Identify if a substance is a solid, liquid or a gas. 

Describe the arrangement and the movement of particles in a solid, liquid and gas.

Draw diagrams to show the arrangement of particles in a solid, liquid and gas. 

Lesson 5:  Changes of state

State the 6 physical changes of state. 

Explain how a substance can change from one state to the other and draw a diagram to 
show this.

What are the properties of a solid, a liquid and a gas? 

Define the terms melting point, boiling point and freezing point. 
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CLASSICS

Introduction

You should be using your notes in your book to revise all of the Latin language you 
have learnt. Your revision should not just be reading your notes but reciting grammar 
tables, writing out vocabulary and testing each other on verbs/nouns whenever you can. 
Vocabulary sheets will be given out in class.

You must also revise what we have covered about the iliad.

Vocabulary

Verbs
aedifico, aedificare, aedificavi – to build
amo, amare. amavi – to love
ambulo. ambulare, ambulavi – to walk
audio, audire, audivi – to listen
clamo, clamare, clamavi – to shout
curo, curare, curavi – to look after
do, dare, dedi – to give
dico, dicere, dixi – to speak/say
sum, esse, fui – to be
facio, facere, feci – to do/make
habeo, habere, habui – to have
laboro, laborare, laboravi – to work
lego, legere, legi – to read/choose
paro, parare, paravi – to prepare
pono, ponere, ponui – to put/place
porto, portare, portavi – to carry
scio, scire, scivi – to know
scribo, scribere, scripsi – to write
sedeo, sedere, sedi – to sit
venio, venire, veni – to come
video, videre, visi – to see

Nouns
People
amicus, amici (2) - friend
ancilla, ancillae (1) - maid
canis, canis (3) - dog
dominus, domini (2) - master
femina, feminae (1) - woman
puella, puellae (1) - girl
puer, pueri (2) - boy
senex, senis (3) – old man
servus, servi (2) - slave
via, viae (1) - street
vir, viri (2) – man
Family
filia, filiae (1) - daughter
filius, filii (2) - son
frater, fratris (3) - brother
mater, matris (3) - mother
pater, patris (3) - father
soror, sororis (3) - sister
House
villa, villae (1) - house
cubiculum, cubiculi (2 neuter) - bedroom
hortum, horti (2 neuter) - garden
tablinum, tablini (2 neuter) - study
triclinium, triclinii (2 neuter) – dining room
cena, cenae (1) - dinner
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Adjectives

bonus, bona, bonum - good

difficilis, difficilis, difficile - difficult

felix, felix, felicis – lucky/happy

longus, longa, longum - long

magnus, magna, magnum – great/big

Conjunctions

ac/atque – and 

et/ -que – and 

quod – because 

sed – but

postea - after

Grammar

Nominative and accusative singular and plural (1st and 2nd declensions)

First declension nouns:

Singular Plural
Nominative puella puellae
Accusative puellam puellas

Second declension nouns:

Singular Plural

Nominative servus servi

Accusative servum servos

Verbs

To be esse

I am sum

You (singular) are es

He/She is est

We are sumus

You (plural) are estis
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They are sunt

To have habere

I have habeo

You (singular) have habes

He/She has habet

We have habemus

You (plural) have habetis

They have habent
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COMPUTER SCIENCE: HTML

Basic HTML Questions: 

What does HTML stand for? 

What is HTML used for? 

What file extension is used to save a HTML document? 

What software application do we use to write our HTML code in? 

Basic HTML Structure: 

Write down the basic HTML structure which includes the following tags: explain what each tag 
means.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html></html>

<head></head>

<title></title>

<body></body>

<h1></h1>

<p></p>

HTML Tags: 

Write down HTML tags for the following: 

Heading 

Paragraph

cLine break

Horizontal Rule

Image

Hyperlink

Text positioning (right/left/centre)

Text formatting (bold, strong, italics, emphasize, computer code, subscript, superscript, mark, 
del)

Font (face, size, colour)

Background colour

Image as a hyperlink

Embed YouTube video

Align image in a paragraph 
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 HTML Lists

Explain the difference between ordered and unordered list? 

Write down a simple ordered list

Write down a simple unordered list

HTML Tables

Explain what a column is and row is in a table? 

Identify the tags used in a simple HTML table? 

Identify the tag for a heading in a table?

Identify the tag for data in a table?

Explain what is border and colspan? 

HTML Forms & Inputs

Identify how to write the tags for the following inputs in a form:

Text fields

Password field

Checkboxes

Radio buttons

Submit button

Use Codecademy and W3schools to help you. 
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ENGLISH

How to revise

Read through the knowledge grid provided by your English teacher regularly in the run up 
to your exam. Test yourself on your memory of the key factual information, and work on 
understanding all the key terminology and ideas.

Key vocabulary

Ancestor (n) – a person someone is descended from

Prosper (v) – succeed, grow strong

Enthral (v) - capture the fascinated attention of.

Reckless (adj) – unaware of danger

Perilous (adj) – full of danger or risk

Renowned (adj) - known or talked about by many

people; famous

Lingering (adj) – lasting for a long time

Peerless (adj) - unequalled

Tyrant (n) – a cruel ruler

Slumber (n) - sleep

Gluttonous (adj) - greedy

Grotesque (adj) - hideous

Vengeance (n) - revenge

Ferocity (n) – being ferocious

Sever (v) - divide by cutting or slicing, especially suddenly and forcibly.

Hinder (v) - make it difficult for (someone) to do something

Intruder (n) - a person who trespasses, especially into a building with criminal intent.

Venomous (adj) - poisonous

Formidable (adj) - inspiring fear or respect through being impressively large or powerful

Defiance (n) - open resistance; bold disobedience.
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FRENCH

Les verbes:

Avoir (to have)

J’ai à  I have

Tu as à  you have

Il a / elle a à  he has / she has

On a à  we have

Nous avons à  we have

Vous avez à  you have (plural)

Ils / elles ont à  they have

Être (to be)

Je suis à  I am

Tu es à  you are

Il est / Elle est à  he is / she is

On est à  we are

Nous sommes à  we are

Vous êtes à  you are (pl)

 Ils sont / Elles sont à  they are

Ma famille

Mes grands-parents = my grandparents

Mes parents = my parents

Ma grand-mère = my grandmother

Ma mère = my mother

Ma soeur = my sister

Ma belle-mère = my step-mother (my 
mother-in-law)

Ma demi-soeur = my half-sister

Ma tante = my aunt

Ma cousine = my cousin (girl)

Je suis fille unique = I am an only child 
(girl).

Mon grand-père = my grandfather

Mon père = my father

Mon frère = my brother

Mon beau-père = my step-father (my 
father-in-law)

Mon demi-frère = my half-brother

Mon oncle = my uncle

Mon cousin = my cousin (boy)

Je suis fils unique = I am an only child 
(boy).

Mon = my (masculine) 

ma= my (feminine)

mes =my (plural) 
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Les nombres:

1. Un

2. Deux

3. Trois

4. Quatre

5. Cinq

6. Six

7. September huit

8. Neuf

9. Dix

10. Onze

11. Douze

12. Treize

13. Quatorze

14. Quinze

15. Seize

16. dix-sept

17. dix-huit

18. dix-neuf 

19. vingt

20. vingt-un

21. vingt-deux

22. vingt-trois

23. vingt-quatre

24. vingt-cinq

25. vingt-six

26. vingt-sept

27. vingt-huit

28. vingt-neuf

29. trente

30. trente-et-un

31. trente-deux etc…

40. quarante etc…

50. cinquante etc…

1. soixante etc…

Les adjectifs de la personnalité:

intelligent = intelligent

content = happy

marrant = funny

charmant = charming

amusant = funny

indépendant = independent

fort = strong

méchant = mean

agaçant = annoying

arrogant = arrogant

impatient = impatient
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bavard = chatty

impoli = impolite

têtu = stubborn

 
Gammar  adjectival agreement:

Masculine Feminine Masculine plural Feminine plural
No ending Add –e Add –s Add -es

In French, adjectives always come AFTER the nouns.

e.g: a charming girl = une fille chamante

L’apparence physique:

Les cheveux = hair

Courts = short

Longs = longs

Raides = straight

Bouclés = curly

Frisés = curly (small curls)

Noirs = black

Bruns = brown

Blonds = blond

Roux = red / ginger

Gris = grey

Blancs = white

Des tresses = plaits/ braids

Les yeux = eyes

Bleus = blue

Verts = green

Gris = grey

Marron = brown

Le corps (the body)

Petit = small

Grand = tall

De taille moyenne = of average 
height

Mince = slim

Gros(se) = fat

Des lunettes = glasses

Des boutons = spots

Une barbe = a beard

Une moustache = a moustache
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GEOGRAPHY

Section 1: History of OS Maps and Symbols

Why are maps important?

Why are OS maps important in British history?

Why do we need to use symbols?

Section 2: Grid References and Direction 

Northings and Eastings

Four Grid References: “Along the corridor and up the stairs”

Six Grid References: Where within a grid is a location?

Descriptive directions on an OS map using grid references 

Section 3: Scale and Distance 

Graphic scale and stated scale 

Conversions of OS maps to real life travelling distance

Measuring distance as the crow flies 

Measuring distance as the wolf runs 

Section 4: Contour Lines and Measuring Area 

Contour Lines: What do they show on an OS map?

What is the relationship between contour lines and physical landscapes?

Cross sections of mountains and hills: Contour patterns 

Estimating the area of a place using grid sizes and scale
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GERMAN

Adjectives to describe personality

berühmt – famous
egoistisch – selfish
ehrlich –honest 
ernst – serious
frech – cheeky
geduldig – patient
gemein – mean
höflich – polite
hilfsbereit – helpful
humorlos – humourless
humorvoll – humorous, witty
lebhaft – lively
ruhig – calm
schüchtern – shy 
witzig – funny
groβzügig – generous
zuverlässig – reliable

Family members

das Einzelkind – the only child
das Enkelkind – the grandchild
das Familienmitglied – the family member
die Mutter – the mother
der Vater – the father
der Bruder – the brother
die Schwester – the sister
die Zwillinge – the twins
der Groβvater – the grandfather
die Groβmutter – the grandmother
die Tante – the aunt
der Onkel – the uncle
der Neffe – the nephew
die Neffin – the niece
der Stiefvater – the stepfather
die Stiefmutter – the stepmother
der Halbbruder – the half-brother
die Halbschwester – the half-sister
der Schwager – the brother-in-law
die Schwägerin – the sister-in-law
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Physical description

die Augen – eyes
die Haare – hair
blau – blue
grün – green
braun – brown
schwarz – black
grau – grey
rot – red
lockig – curly
glatt – straight
lang – long
kurz – short
hübsch – pretty
hässlich – ugly

Key verbs 

sein – to be
haben – to have
heissen – to be called
aussehen – to look like

Possessive adjectives

mein – my
dein – your
sein – his
ihr – her
unser – our
eure – your
ihr – their
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Verb tables
Ich habe I have

 Du hast You have

Er/sie hat He/she has

Wir haben We have

Ihr habt You have

Sie/sie haben They have

Ich bin I am

Du bist You are

Er/sie ist He/she is

Wir sind We are

Ihr seid You are

Sie/sie sind They are

Ich liebe I love

Du liebst You love

Er/sie liebt He/she loves

Wir lieben We love

Ihr liebt You love

Sie/sie lieben They love

Possessive adjectives

My Your His Her

Masc. Mein Dein Sein Ihr

Fem. Meine Deine Seine Ihre

Neuter Mein Dein Sein Ihr

Plural Meine Deine Seine Ihre
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1. Konjugiere “heißen”, “essen” und “trinken”! 

2. Beantworte die Fragen! 

a) Wie heißt du?  

b) Woher kommst du? 

c) Wo wohnst du? 

d) Wie alt bist du? 

e) Wann ist dein Geburtstag? 

3.  Beschreibe deine beste Freundin oder deinen besten Freund! Physical description and 
personality! 

4. Liest den Text und beantworte die Fragen! 

5. Übersetze den Text!  

 

Ich heiße Hans, ich bin zwölf Jahre alt und ich wohne in Berlin mit meiner 

Familie. 

Ich habe einen Bruder und eine Schwester. Mein Bruder ist ehrlich und 

witzig. Meine Schwester ist großzügig und intelligent, aber sehr schüchtern. Und 

meine Eltern? Sie sind ziemlich ernst aber auch geduldig. Meine Mutter hat lange, 

lockige, blonde Haare und blaue Augen. Mein Vater hat kurze, glatte, schwarze 

Haare und grüne Augen. Sie lieben Berlin. Sie lieben Marlene Dietrich und Egon Schiele.  

Marlene Dietrich ist eine Schauspielerin und Egon Schiele ist ein Maler. 

a) How old is Hans?  

b) How does Hans describe his brother?  

c) How does Hans describe his sister?  

d) What does his mother look like?  

e) What does his father look like?  
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HISTORY
Answer the following questions using the information on this sheet. Each is a four mark 
question which demands explanation and at least a paragraph of writing. 

1. Explain why the Athenians defeated the Persians at the Battle of Marathon. (4)

2. Explain two key differences between the city states of Athens and Sparta. (4)

3. Explain how Octavian came to be Rome’s first Emperor. (4)

4. Explain why Constantine converted the Roman Empire to Christianity. (4)

5. Explain how the Praetorian Guard weakened the Roman Empire. (4)

Ancient Greece

Athens and Sparta were the largest and most powerful of the Greek city states. The 
Athenians experimented with democracy, allowing foreign trade and travel and lived 
relatively luxurious lifestyles. They relied on a coastal empire around the Aegean, which 
bordered the Persian Empire. The Spartans lived militaristic lifestyles, dedicated to 
obedience, glory in combat and hardship. They relied on Helot’s for labour and fellow Greek 
states, through the Peloponnesian league, for military support. 

Following Athenian support for rebellion in Ionia, a province of the Persian Empire, Persian 
King Darius attempted to wipe out Greece. The Greeks defeated the Persians, in a series 
of crucial battles; Marathon 490 BC, Thermopylae and Salamis 480 BC and Plateau 479 BC. 
Athenian prestige and wealth, increased by the victory, led the Spartans to fear and envy the 
Athenians. Eventually the two powers would face each other in the Peloponnesian wars, in 
which the Spartans would find themselves victorious, ending the era of Athenian supremacy 
in Ancient Greece.

Alexander the Great 

Alexander (b.356 BC) was king of Macedon at 16, ambitious and a skilled military leader, 
he set about uniting the Greek sates by force. Successful in this, Alexander looked for war 
with Persia, long-time enemies of the Greeks. His incredible victories at Issus (333BC), 
and Gaugamela (331 BC), saw Alexander add Persia to his dominion by age 25. Alexander’s 
army continued, reaching India, he founded over 70 cities, spreading Hellenic language and 
culture throughout Asia Minor. At its height, his empire comprised of 2 million square miles. 
However, his early death in 323 BC, aged only 32, saw the rapid deterioration of his empire. 
To question the authenticity of the many myths surrounding Alexander, is to misunderstand 
the purpose of such anecdotes. Historical knowledge in the classical period, was conveyed in 
stories, deliberately embellished to easier allow the inference of deeper truths. We will never 
know, for example, whether the Gordian Knot existed, but we can be sure that Alexander 
would have cut through it, had it; these stories then, allow us to interpret the essence of his 
character.
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The Roman Republic

Little is known of the early Roman Republic. The myths of the Aneaiad and Romulus and 
Remus, merge slowly into recorded history which appears to document and initial period 
of monarchy, involving seven kings, the last of which was replaced by a senate. Rome 
expanded across Italy and the Mediterranean throughout the 4th, 3rd and 2nd centuries 
BC. Julius Caesar the popular and ambitious Roman general responsible for the conquest of 
Gaul, eventually challenged the corrupt senate, crossing the Rubicon from Gaul in 49 BC and 
beginning a civil war which would see the Republic destroyed and replaced by a series of 
Emperors, Octavian in 27 BC, being the first.

The Roman Empire

The Roman Empire lasted into the 5th century AD and saw Rome become the cultural, 
economic and military masters of the known world. However, the empire was perpetually 
beset with existential challenges. Specific emperors were particularly influential in both 
advancing and destabilising the empire. The emperor Constantine I ruled 307-337 AD. 
Constantine attributed to the Christian god, his early, crucial victory at the battle of Milvian 
Bridge 312 AD. He ended the persecution of Christians throughout the empire, converted 
the empire to Christianity and encouraged the growth of the Papacy and Catholic Church 
within Rome. 
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MATHS
Use this revision guide as a checklist for your revision. You should revise every point listed 
below using the examples you have copied into your exercise books.

Add and subtract whole numbers

Ordering decimals

Multiplication of whole numbers and decimals

Long division

Definitions and examples of factors and multiples

Prime factorisation

Finding the highest common factor (HCF) using prime factors

Finding the lowest common multiple (LCM) using prime factors

Calculating using the correct order of operations (BIDMAS)

Simplifying expressions (adding and subtracting)

Multiplying expressions

Multiply a single term over a bracket

Area and perimeter of rectangles

Area of triangles

Area and perimeter of compound shapes

Averages – Mean

Averages – mode and median

Measures of spread – range 
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MUSIC
All the points in these revision sheets have been taught during lesson.

Introduction to Notation 

Staff

Description of Clefs and use of treble clef

Identification of notes on staff, using the treble clef.

Beyond the staff 

Use of Ledger lines 

Speeding up the writing and reading process in music notation

Introduction to Bass clef

Bass clef

Identification of notes on staff, using the bass clef.

Grand staff

Differences between treble and bass clef

Note values

Duration and values

Rests

Time signature and bars

Compose simple rhythms on the staff, using different values

Dots, slurs and ties

Dots and their impact on notation

Ties

Slurs
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PHYSICS

Lesson 1: Scale of the Universe

1. Objects in the universe include: planets, stars, galaxies. 

2. Galaxy – a collection of stars. 

3. Asteroid – a small rocky body orbiting the sun.

4. Comet – an icy body in space.

5. Planet – an object moving in an elliptical orbit round a star.

6. Astronomical unit (AU) is a unit of measurement for large distances in the solar system. 
It is the distance from the centre of our Earth to the centre of the sun. It is equivalent to 
149597871 kilometers. 

7. Light year (ly) is a unit of measurement for large distances between galaxies. It is the 
distance that light travels in one year, equivalent to 9x1015 m.

8. It is more appropriate to use light years or AU when measuring distances in space, rather 
than using meters or kilometers, because distances in the universe are larger than what we 
come across on Earth. 

Lesson 2: The solar system

1. Our solar system is made up of all of the objects that orbit the sun.

2. Our solar system is in a galaxy called the milky way.  

3. The planets in our solar system, starting with the one closest to our sun, are: Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune. 

4. Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are known as the terrestrial planets. 

5. There is an asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, which is made up of small asteroid 
(rocky objects). 

6. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are known as gas giants. 

7. Beyond the gas giants, there is the Kuiper belt, which is made up rocks and asteroids and 
is where the dwarf planets, Pluto, Haumea and Makemake, are found. 

8. Dwarf planets – an object that is planet shaped, but does not have a clear orbit around 
the sun. 

9. Oort Cloud – shell of icy objects at the edge of the solar system. Considered to be the end 
of the solar system as the sun’s gravitational pull is too weak after this point. 
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Lesson 3: The Earth

1. The Earth rotates on its axis once every 24 hours. Half of the Earth is always facing the 
sun and the other half is not, which is why we have night and day. 

2. The Earth’s axis is at a tilt of 23.5 degrees. 

3. The Earth takes 365.25 days to complete an entire orbit around the sun, which is why we 
have years. 

4. Because the Earth is tilted, certain parts of the Earth face the sun at different times of 
the year. The hemisphere facing the sun will experience a higher concentration of sunlight, 
causing the temperature to be higher. The hemisphere facing away from the sun will have a 
lower concentration of sunlight, causing it to be colder, until the Earth moves to a different 
part of its orbit. This is why we have seasons.  

Lesson 4: The Moon

1. Satellite – object that orbits a planet. 

2. Natural satellite – an object naturally made in space that orbits a planet, like the moon. 

3. Artificial satellite – an object created by humans that orbits the Earth, like the 
international space station. 

4. The moon is not luminous, which means it does not produce its own light. We can see the 
moon at night because the light from the sun is reflected off the surface of the moon and 
into our eyes. 
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5. The moon takes 27 days to orbit the Earth. 

6. The moon looks different at different stages in its orbit because of the way light reflects 
off the moon as it orbits the Earth. 

7. The names for the phases of the Earth in order are: New Moon, Waxing Crescent, First 
Quarter, Waxing Gibbous, Full Moon, Waning Gibbous, Last Quarter, Waning Crescent. 

 

8. Lunar eclipse - when the Moon passes directly behind Earth and into its shadow

9. Solar eclipse – when the moon passes in front of the sun and casts a shadow  
on the Earth.  
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Lesson 5: Life cycle of a star

1. Star – A fixed luminous object in space, usually powered by nuclear reactions. 

2. Luminous – object that gives off its own light.

3. Average sized stars, like our sun, eventually becomes a red dwarf and then a white dwarf. 

4. Larger stars become neutron stars or black holes.
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RELIGION

How to revise

To revise for religion the best resources are your classwork, exams, essays and knowledge 
organisers from throughout the year. To properly revise you need to do something active 
like converting notes from one format into another such as bullet points into diagrams 
or tables into paragraphs. Then you need to test yourself regularly. Create questions for 
yourself or write out the questions from previous exams and then regularly test yourself to 
see if you can give the correct answer. Below is a summary of the topics that could come up 
and a glossary of key words. You need to be familiar with each key word and each topic if 
you want to do well in the exam.

Section 1: Islam

The five pillars of Islam: Meaning and significance of Shahadah, Salat, Sawm, Zakat and Hajj; 
how the five pillars affect a Muslim’s life; which of the five pillars are rules and which are 
ritual

The life of Muhammad (pbuh): early life and marriage to Khadija; what was Mecca like in 
the seventh century AD; first revelation; the Hijrah; formation of the ummah; wars with 
Meccans; return to Mecca

The Qur’an: structures of the Qur’an; difference between suras and ayas; history of the 
Quar’an; interpreting passages from the Qur’an.

Section 2: Assessing Islam

The Sunni-Shia split: the history of the split; the Caliphate; geography of the split; differing 
beliefs and practices between Sunni and Shia Muslims

Islamic attitudes to women: the different Islamic veils (Hijab, Niqab, Burka); whether the veil 
undermines or strengthens women’s rights; whether the Qur’an contains sexist suras

Sharia Law: methods of working out Sharia laws; the nature of Sharia laws; the relationship 
between Sharia laws and Allah; the media representation of sharia law.

Jihad: original meaning of Jihad; difference between greater and lesser jihad; the media 
representation of Jihad

Section 3: Judaism

Jewish beliefs: Ramban’s 13 Principles of Faith; meaning of covenant; stories behind the 
first and second covenants; the significance of the first and second covenants for Jews 
today.

Jewish places of worship: the history of different Jewish places of worship; why different 
places of worship were used at different points; Jewish beliefs about the presence and 
location of God; the role of sacrifice
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Jewish sacred texts: The relationship between the Torah, Tanakh and Talmud; different 
contents of the Torah and Tanakh; connections between these books and the Christian 
Bible; stories about where the books came from. 

Section 4: Christianity

Christian ideas about God: monotheism and the Doctrine of the Trinity; the status of Jesus 
as all God and all human; connections between the Christian and Jewish ideas of God.

The Bible and the Gospels: meaning of ‘gospel’; contents of the Gospels; authors of the 
Gospels; disagreements between the four Gospels; issues with translating the Bible from 
original languages

Christian sects: differences between Orthodox Christians, Catholics and Protestants beliefs 
and practices; history of the split in the Church

Christian ethics: parables; the Golden Rule; the 10 Commandments; whether Jesus changed 
ethics

Section 5: Assessing Christianity and Judaism

The history of anti-Semitism: Jewish persecution recorded in the Bible (slavery in Egypt, 
search for a homeland); expulsion from Judea by Romans; persecution in the Middle Ages; 
the holocaust

Messages from the early Church about Judaism: Matthew’s Gospel on Jesus’ trial; John 
Chrysostom; Hugh of Lincoln; Martin Luther

The formation of Israel: reasons to create Israel; history of Israel’s relationship with its Arab 
neighbours; discrimination faced by Palestinians

Glossary

Theism: Beliefs in God or Gods.

The divine: relating to or connected to God/Gods.

Polytheism: the belief in the existence of multiple Gods.

Monotheism: the belief in the existence of just one God.

Atheism: Belief that no god exists.

Agnosticism: Not being certain if gods exist.

Omnipotence: being all-powerful.

Omniscience: being all-knowing.

Benevolent: being all-loving.

Rituals: actions religious believers carry out to show their faith.

Shahadah: The Islamic declaration of faith.
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Salat: Islamic ritual prayer

Zakat: charitable giving within Islam where 2.5% of one’s wealth should be given.

Sawm: fasting during the Islamic month of ramdam.

Hajj: Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca

Mosque: an Islamic place of worship

Revelation: message from God

Sura: chapter from the Qu’ran

Aya: verse from a Sura.

Hijra: migration that refers to either 1) the journey of the early Muslims in 622 AD from 
Mecca to Medina or 2) a journey a Muslim takes to a supportive community.

Ummah: the global community of Muslims

Wudu: spiritual cleaning Muslims perform before prayer

Idols: Objects that are worshipped for themselves or their representative significance

Imam: Someone in a leadership position within Islamic worship

Media representation: the way something is shown in newspaper, TV, radio or the internet

Sharia: system of Islamic laws which guide Muslims in how to live according to the will of 
Allah

Hadith: books that are collections of the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)

Jihad: the idea of ‘struggle’ which is central to living as a Muslim. Often mistranslated by the 
British media as ‘holy war’.

Greater Jihad: the struggle to resist evil temptations and live a good life (also known as Inner 
Jihad)

Lesser Jihad: the struggle that Muslims may face when attacked or persecuted by others.

Caliphate: an Islamic Kingdom

Caliph: a ruler of a Caliphate

Hijab: a headscarf which just covers someone’s hair and neck but leaves the face visible

Niqab: a headscarf which covers someone’s face just leaving a slit for the eyes

Burka:  a headscarf which covers someone completely 

Sect: a sub-division in a religion i.e. Shia and Sunni or Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox

Clergy: people who work for religious organisations i.e. priests or imams

Covenant: an agreement between two people/groups of people which involves promises on 
made by both sides
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Open-air altars: places where Jews sacrificed animals to God before they became slaves in 
Egypt.

Tabernacle: a special tent that was used for worship after the Jews were freed from slavery 
but before they reached their homeland.

The Temple: a building in the centre of historic Jerusalem where Jews believed God lived. It 
was finally destroyed in 70AD.

Synagogue: a modern-day Jewish place of worship

The Torah: the first five books of the Hebrew Bible (Tanakh) which are often written on 
handwritten scrolls

The Tanakh; the collection of all Jewish sacred texts which are believed to have come from 
God. Sometimes referred to as the written Torah.

The Talmud: a collection of writings by Jewish scholars which include what is believed 
to be the oral Torah (messages from God that were heard but not immediate) which 
interpretation of what the messages mean.

YHWH: The traditional Jewish way of recording God in order to show respect (because the 
word was the sounds were unpronounceable)

Messiah: someone who saves God’s chosen people

Old Testament: The first half of the Christian Bible which is made up of the Jewish Holy Book 
the Tanakh. 

New Testament:  the second half of the Christian Bible.

Doctrine of the Trinity: the Christian belief that God is made up of the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Spirit. Each part is the same as God but they are not the same as each other.

Miracles: events which break the laws of nature.

Gospels: books of the news Testament which record the main events of the life of Jesus. The 
books are named after their supposed authors: Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.

Resurrection:  returning from the dead.

Ethics/morality: the study of how to live the good life/how to do the right thing.

Commandment: a rule given by an authority which you should follow.

Sect: a group of people who have different beliefs from others within the same religion

Schism: a formal split or division over strongly held beliefs

Dead Language: a language no longer spoken

Parable: a story with a moral message.

Anti-semitism: discrimination or hatred shown towards Jewish people. 

Pilgrimage: a religious journey to a sacred place.
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Key terms

The divine: relating to or connected to God/Gods

Polytheism: the belief in the existence of multiple Gods.

Monotheism: the belief in the existence of just one God.

Omnipotence: being all-powerful

Omniscience: being all-knowing

Benevolent: being all-loving

Old Testament: The first half of the Christian Bible which is made up of the Jewish Holy Book 
the Tanakh. 

New Testament: the second half of the Christian Bible.

Miracles: events which break the laws of nature.

Resurrection: returning from the dead.

Ethics/morality: the study of how to live the good life/how to do the right thing.

Commandment: a rule given by an authority which you should follow.

Sect: a group of people who have different beliefs from others within the same religion

Schism: a formal split or division over strongly held beliefs

Dead Language: a language no longer spoken

Parable: a story with a moral message.


